WHAT THE BRITISH CENSOR HAS REVEALED—This picture, recently released by the British censor's office, shows one of the dummy fishing smacks, mounted with a naval gun, used by the British to lure German submarines to a quick trip to Davy Jones' locker. The Germans had a habit of sinking fishing and other innocent boats, so the British prepared to make some not so innocent.

(Supplied photograph copyright by International Film service.)

SCHEME OF PROPOSED TUNNEL FROM ENGLAND TO FRANCE—The project of a tunnel from Dover, England, to Calais, France, has been revived by the British government, largely because of the great cost and extreme vigilance necessary when troops were transported from England and France during the war. The cost would be about $100,000,000, and the time for completion about five years. The tunnel would be 22 miles long, with cross tunnels every 600 feet, so that passage would be clear even if obstruction should occur in certain parts. The time between England and France will be forty-five minutes, and Paris will be six hours from London.

(Photograph copyright by Underwood & Underwood.)